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Abstract. In this study we attempt to evaluate, using a multi-criteria decision
making methodology, the priorities of the directors of the six Fishery Local
Action Groups (FLAGs) in Calabria Region coastal areas on some dimensions
of quality of life. More specifically, the focus is on the role of the FLAGs as a
policy instrument, in the context of the Community Led Local Development
(CLLD), aimed at improving the quality of life of the small fisheries commu-
nities. The results have highlighted the strengths and meaningful weaknesses of
the level of the perception of the quality of life of the areas where the FLAGs
operated in the previous EU programming period.
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1 Introducing

Starting from the 80ies, the European Union through the Fishery Common Policy
(FCP) has adopted some specific measures aimed at favoring not only the imple-
mentation of the sustainability criterion by boosting the reduction of the fishing boats
but also at helping the economy of the seafaring communities (Simon 2008). This
because one wants to reach “an efficient equilibrium among the firmness of the ichthyic
resources, number of the fishery staff, the profitability of the sector and the interest of
the consumers” (Simon 2008, p. 55). To such an aim the 1198/06 Reg (E.U.) has
introduced new institutional organizational mechanisms able to promote the local
development making use of a bottom-up participative approach. The Fishery Local
Action Groups (FLAGs) born on the course of the Local Action Groups (LAG),
represent the instrument of territorial governance of the ichthyic development involving
a plurality of local actors coming from the public, private and no profit spheres. They
are appointed to manage the network of the involved parts and play a central role for
the sustainable development of the fisheries areas under economic, environmental and
social perspectives. Through the local Development Plans (LDP) they adopt policies of
development which have to take into account the effective needs and characteristics of
the territory (Marcianò and Romeo 2016).
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In this research we have verified the priorities that the FLAGs responsible managers
and other privileged observers have on some dimensions of the quality of life (QL).
They, representing the local institutions1, know the economic and social peculiarities of
the fishing sector and may be able to improve the living conditions of the small fishing
communities in the region of Calabria.

From the operational point of view, the first step was to translate the concept of QL
into measurable dimensions/criteria and sub-dimensions/sub-criteria. Regarding the
choice of the dimensions and sub-dimensions, we have considered that QL is an
integrative part of sustainability, in the sense that it is inclusive of the environmental,
economic, social and cultural dimensions of sustainability. In such way, the level of QL
or of well-being is explainable as an expression of the synthesis of the main dimensions
of sustainability. The sustainability of development expresses itself in the inter-
generational satisfaction of the needs, which does not only include welfare but also
well-being, i.e. the set of the “primary goods” (Rawls 1971), the rights and the values.
It is well-known that the level of well-being is the result of factors linked to the persons
behaviour and their ways of living. When these conditions happen, a certain level of
well-being has been reached. With reference to the small communities, we should take
into account that the level of QL depends also on the bonds and conditionings linked to
the traditions, customs and habits of a specific territory, i.e. to their culture. In order to
follow such conception, the reference to the capability approach (CA) becomes nec-
essary (Sen 1985, 1999). This approach allows to assume that, through the concept of
the freedom to be and to act both at subjective and social levels, the level of QL may be
increased by improving the capabilities of the individuals (Nussbaum and Sen 1993).
Another critical issue concerns the reciprocal relationships between QL and sustainable
development at local level (Distaso 2008).

The content of the above highlighted arguments will be shown into four sections.
The second section is constituted of two paragraphs: in the former the framework of the
determinants of QL is analysed, in the latter we examine the methodology used for their
weighting; the area of study and the discussion of the results, are the object of the
fourth section while some conclusive considerations are outlined in the fifth section.

1 The same European Fishing Fund establishes that, in order to create new sustainable sources of both
income and QL (Capgemini et al. 2014a), the most adequate temporal and spatial dimension is the
territory. This because it presents common characters and, thus, under certain aspects, it can be
considered an homogeneous unity. In such a context, it is relatively easier to implement some policy
guidelines able to better understand, according to the bottom-up approach, the needs of the fishing
communities. The E.U. regulation by forecasting the Plan of implementation should reply to such
requirements and be based on a bottom-up approach. In such a way, it helps the local partners
addressing both the short run effects of the common fishing policy and the economic, social and
environmental impacts of the progressive exhaustion of the fishing stocks.
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2 Methodology

2.1 An Analytical Description of the Dimensions of the QL

Dealing with an evaluation of intrinsically complex concepts such as QL (Distaso
2007), requires to take into account a multiplicity of factors. We do not intend to make
a list but to distinguish into meaningful categories the main elements contributing to
create QL. These categories comprehend: 1) the economic dimension; 2) elements
expressing the sense of belonging of the individual in the society, which is represented
by social capital; 3) the realization of the set of the personal capabilities and the social
opportunities, in order to point out that well-being is determined not only by the
capability to be (substantially by the personal characteristics or endowment of human
capital) but also by the capability to do, i.e. functionings; 4) elements connected to QL,
such as the search for a relationship between economy-environment, or between the
perception of the vulnerability and capacity of experiential acquisitions able to cope
with the risks. The introduction of the concept of resilience allows to reach a dynamic
view of well-being and to distinguish between well-being achievement and agency
achievement. In order to implement an empirical analysis following the above men-
tioned theoretical framework, the concept of QL has been shared into five macro-
criteria/dimensions to which 27 sub-criteria have been assigned (Table 1).

We have chosen such criteria and sub-criteria because they constitute the most
relevant fields of the cultural, social, environmental, economic sustainability beyond
concerning issues which are nowadays at the centre of the political and scientific
debate. In short, these dimensions regard:

a) Economic variables (income and employment), as main sources of production of
wealth. Income is surely an instrument to reach well-being, but it is not an index of
well-being. However, if we consider also employment together with the level of
income, these economic variables assume a relevant role in the evaluation of the
level of QL (ARPA 2015; Le Gallic 2002). Being difficult to know the levels of
income in our empirical evaluation, we limit ourselves to obtain information from
the possibility of diversifying the activities through the integrated commercial-
ization of the fishing, hand-crafted and agro-industrial products, and the adequacy
of the boats aimed at the fishing tourism. With regards to employment, the inquiry
is limited to the ascertainment of possible ways of employment in other areas of the
economy in order to evaluate the perceived degree of the availability of the
employees to the flexibility of the job market.

b) Resilience, here considered not in physical terms but as the capacity of each
individual or the group to overcome, resist and survive to a critical situation. The
concept of resilience that is based on the shocks which, when they happen,
undermine a steady state, and if a system finds itself in a situation of instability,
mechanisms bringing it to a new stability are produced (Alinovi et al. 2009). In
general, resilience may be defined as a “process linking a set of adaptive capacities
to a positive trajectory of functioning and adaptation after a disturbance” (Norris
et al. 2008, p. 130). In short, we consider it as an intrinsic ability of a system or the
community to resist to the impact of a natural or social event.
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It deals with identifying not only the global risk but also the set of the capacities of
reaction in front of the possibilities to resist to the negative effects of the change. In
other words, what counts more is not only the single defensive or offensive reaction

Table 1. Criteria and sub-criteria of the QL

Criteria Sub-criteria

C1 Income and Employment 1.1 Average income
1.2 Incentives
1.3 Opportunity of employment in other sectors of
the economy
1.4 Investing into financial resources for adequacy
of touristic boats
1.5 Integrated marketing

C2 Resilience 2.1 Overcoming the shocks through institutional
helps
2.2 Overcoming the shocks through helps from
relatives/family
2.3 Overcoming the shocks through an alternative
employment
2.4 Diversification through direct selling of the
product
2.5 Diversification through ichthyic tourism and
fishing tourism
2.6 Diversification through a reallocation of the
factors of production

C3 Social Capital 3.1 Accountability
3.2 Trust and reciprocity
3.3 Trust towards institutions
3.4 Shared values
3.5 Decisional processes
3.6 Efficiency and efficaciousness
3.7 Knowledge of social capital

C4 Social Capabilities 4.1 Micro-credit
4.2 Group work among fishermen
4.3 Reduction and/or prevention of the conflicts
4.4 Organization of conferences/workshops

C5 Environmental and socio-
economic sustainability

5.1 Reduction of fishing effort
5.2 Adequate control for conservation of
biodiversity
5.3 Activities for the regeneration of
environmental systems
5.4 Local, national, international institutional
recommendations
5.5 Market of discards/Landing obligation
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in front of a risk, but the evaluation of how the individuals manage the risks over
the long run. Once evaluating a risk, it is necessary to consider the resilience either
as a single act of reaction to a negative event or as a capacity to choose the most
adequate strategies to face it. In such a way, since this capacity is founded both on
the active and reactive behaviour of the agents, we may deduce that it is the
consequence of the capacity of choice of the persons in front of the perceived risks.
Then, the derived conceptual framework is based on the relation risks-resilience-
capability. An increase of the capabilities make individuals less vulnerable in case
of risks. This means that the concept of vulnerability refers back to the endowment
of the capacities of the persons or a social groups, and, thus, to the capabilities. In
fact, on the one hand, a low level of resilience indicates that the agents demonstrate
a limited disposal to strategic choices and express a will to act in the short run. On
the other hand, a higher level of resilience is an index of the possibility of mod-
ifying the contingent situation pointing out perspectives of long run. We have to
specify that when evaluating the conditions of life, resilience is the contrary of
vulnerability since it reduces the probability that the level of well-being decreases
owing to a shock. Socio-economic resilience does not only mean a certain degree
of resistance to a shock but also a durable preservation of the level of well-being.

c) Social capital or relational capital as an expression of the existing link between
the quality of social relationships and individual and collective well-being. It is
straightforward that this link, briefly named social quality, contributes to a higher
level of QL. Its level is as much as higher as networks of interpersonal relationships
and shared values able both to produce social norms, moral obligations and to
create associations facilitating the coordination among the members of a com-
munity and the collective action, are developed. Several researches have proved
that a social environment rich in terms of interpersonal relationships and partici-
patory opportunities creates those specific conditions favourable both for the dif-
fusion of information and a higher level of trust and shared values among the
members of the community. Since economic development is strongly stimulated
(or prevented) by the structure of social relationships, the economic activity is more
dynamic in those situations where social interactions are intense and where
reciprocal trust and the observance of rules are customs. These processes find their
implementation in social capital as a shape of capital aimed at evaluating the
possible individual and collective benefits coming from the social relations among
persons. The benefits obtaining from the social relationships are of different nature.
It deals with familiar relationships, belonging to associations, good neighbourhood,
but also sharing norms or common values translating themselves in trust. Shortly, if
the capacity of collaboration in a community increases in order to reach shared
rules, we cannot neglect social capital in the evaluation of the QL since it repre-
sents the dimension which characterizes social sustainability. For this reason, social
capital is also recognized as a relevant analytical category in the dynamics of local
development (as for a deepening of this issue, see, Distaso and Distaso 2015).

d) Social capabilities, as a set of capacities through which it is possible to ascertain if
individuals are able to act together and cooperate. This in order to face risky
situations. The concept of social capability aims at pointing out that belonging to a
social group completes individual freedom because this is not limited to the private
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sphere. In such a way, one considers that the individual does not only have private
but also social purposes. With regard to the relation between development and
freedom, Sen emphasizes that the different types of freedom (positive and negative
or freedom to and freedom from) strengthen economic facilities which, on their
turn, generate resources for social facilities. Besides, he points out that social
opportunities facilitate participation to community life and that there is always a
systematic capability of a local community (Sen 1999)2. However, we think that
capability is a broader and complex concept such as to contain, for instance, human
capital and to go beyond the usual conception of the individual capacity to be and
to do. According to some authors, such as Stewart (2005) and Ibrahim (2006), the
CA analyses the consequences of the embeddedness of the individuals in both
relationships and social structures. Accepting this point of view, we may include
issues related to identity, culture, life style, beliefs.
The concept on the basis of the CA is to assume that the capabilities of persons are
also determined by the conditions of the society and the context in which they live.
On this regards, Sen points out that “the circumstances determining different
modalities of converting income into the different life styles adopted by the persons
are influenced not only by the personal and environmental differences but also by the
differences of the social environment and relational perspective” (Sen 2009, p. 264).
Among the differences determining the effective life styles, an important role is also
assumed by the relational differences, particularly, by “the quality of relations
belonging to the community” (Sen 2009, p. 264). Thus, we may define social
capabilities as the set of the actions coming from the efficacy of the social interaction.
Despite some methodological limitations concerning the passage from the set of
indicators of human development to social relationships (Narayan 1999), the concept
of social capabilities can be useful in order to define social capital. Indeed, the CA has
an heuristic effectiveness due both to the instrumental and intrinsic values which it
gives to the relational goods (for a further deepening of this topic, see, Gui 2005;
Donati 2011; Donati 2007). Conceiving social capital in a relational perspective
means giving value to goods and services which express relationships of social
reciprocity. More specifically, investments in social capital have an instrumental
value in the cases in which social relationships are established in order to increase the
probability to obtain benefits from the interpersonal relationships (Lollo 2011).
While, by referring to the intrinsic value of social capital, it means to contribute to
improve both the personal and social conditions of well-being. The use of an oxy-
moron as social capital and social capabilities can be justified (Durston 1998).
By pointing out the implications of social capabilities on the theory of social
capital, we can affirm that the comparative analysis of both concepts may lead to
overcome both the excessively instrumental idea of social capital and the

2 The importance of the participation of the community life and the impact that the belonging to a
social group may represent for the improvement of QL and the increase in the level of well-being go
back to the original frame of the CA (Nussbaum 2000; Robeyns 2003, 2005). Sen himself (Drèze and
Sen 1995) introduces the concept of social opportunity and he points out that the individual, in order
to practice his/her freedom of choice, cannot be considered isolated from the social relationships and
out of the institutions offering the possibility of real choices alternative to the personal ones.
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individualistic view of the capabilities. In this framework, social relationships can
be now considered a structure constituted of social resources (Lin 2001), and social
capital is considered as a set of rights allowing each person, beyond his/her
interpersonal relationships, to have access to common resources. If such rights are
accumulated and transformed in other resources, social capital is an endowment
which each individual can mobilize in case of need. Thus, social capital offers an
integrated structure “capable of thinking” in terms of access to the resources
(Bebbington 1999). Furthermore, the expansion of the foundations of the economic
analysis that the approach of capabilities allows, brings new elements to the theory
of social capital, such as, for instance, the evaluation of the impact of the social
policy not only in terms of the economic advantages but also in terms of func-
tionings3. And, if the informative ground of the CA can be extended to include
evaluations of value of social structures, social capital may provide a valid struc-
ture for the identification of social capabilities.
From what above, we have noticed that social capital and social capabilities, being
complementary, are synergic concepts in the sense that they are both a combination
of material and immaterial resources available for the individual, since their pos-
session or not determines the effective ability to engage himself/herself in some
valuable activities. It should be pointed out that social capital may be considered as
an economic reification of capabilities (Lollo 2011). At the empiric evaluation aim,
social capabilities may be defined as those individual capabilities through which
agents have the possibility to put at their disposal human capital in terms of
education, culture, competences, savoir faire, directed at obtaining, through some
training a higher level of collective well-being.

e) Environmental and socio-economic sustainability. We refer to that paradigm of
sustainable development according to which sustainable development can be
explained through the optimal growth expressing the search of an equilibrium
between economic growth and environmental degradation” (Siebert 1998, p. 266). In
this view, development can be evaluated as the process where the well-being of each
individual and the improvement of his/her capabilities are the main aim of the several
changes produced. Therefore, sustainable development becomes synonymous of
human development (Anand and Sen 2000). Furthermore, accepting the idea of a
socially sustainable development, we can state that development is sustainable in
social terms if it considers social interactions and their economic, ecological and social
implications at the level both of the persons and society (Lehtonen 2004). This
because it deals with both improving individual capabilities and social capabilities.
The concept of capability integrated with the concept of social sustainable develop-
ment may lead to the issue of the inter-generational transmission of the capabilities.
According to the CA perspective, socially sustainable development guarantees the
possibilities of improvement both for the present and future population. Social sus-
tainability means that development should allow, on the one hand, an intergenera-
tional progress of QL and a reinforcement of both individual and social capabilities of

3 Functionings can be defined as those possibilities of implementation which become effective through
the capabilities of “doing” and the achievement of the “states of being and doing” (Sen 1985).
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well-being, on the other hand, the research of the possibility of a more equal intra-
generational distribution of these capabilities (Ballet et al. 2003). We think that this
approach is the most adequate one for the empirical investigations, especially in the
fishing area where the effects of the interactions between man and environment are
among the most tangible ones. An example is given by the consequences deriving
from the methods of illegal fishing, by the use of sophisticated instruments aimed at
the exploitation of limited resources or overcoming the rate of regeneration of the
same resources (Seijo and Salas 2014). Thus, we should consider the interventions of
the European Commission mainly aiming at determining the conditions which make
economically resilient and ecologically sustainable the development offishing sector
(Capgemini Consulting et al. 2014b).

2.2 The Weighting Method

In order to evaluate how the FLAGs directors could give their priorities on the above
mentioned dimensions, we have implemented the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) which allows to decompose complex situations in a hierarchical structure
articulated in more levels. The AHP, which is a basic approach to decision making, is
designed to carry out a pair-wise comparison judgments which are then used to develop
the weight vectors (Saaty 1988). This methodology allows the integration of both
tangible and intangible criteria and it is useful in those situations where the subjective
judgments are a fundamental part of the decisional process. The AHP presents other
advantages. Above all, its application reveals itself adequate when performance eval-
uations have to be expressed. Furthermore, it allows to deals with a composite set of
data, some of which, being of qualitative nature, concern opinions of the individuals, in
our case of the privileged observers (Adrianto et al. 2005; Romeo and Marcianò 2014).
In the cultural context linked to fishing economics, the contradictory information and the
inevitable misunderstandings are perceivable also to the external observer since maybe
the natural phenomena and the social events are often understood as complex and
stochastic concepts. Last, but at not least, such a method may be structured in order to
make possible a system founded on collaboration and thus adequate for taking decisions.
As regards as the procedure of application, the AHP is articulated into three phases:

1. To the identification of both the aim and the factors to evaluate, it follows the
decomposition or hierarchically structure of the decisional problem into levels and
sub-levels, each one of these is characterized by determined components;

2. Formulation of the comparative judgements through the pair-wise comparisons
between the identified components identified for each level. The crux of the AHP is
the determination of the weights specified on the grounds on the subjective
judgements which the FLAGs experts have expressed through the questionnaire.
Assuming n elements at each level of the identified components,, the procedure
establishes the building of the square matrix of the two by two comparisons “A”, in
which wij points out the importance of the i element compared to the j element,
through the attribution of a numerical score which goes back to a semantic
(numerical/linguistic) evaluation which, in our case study, varies between 1 and 5
(Saaty 1988).
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wij value Linguistic Judgments Interpretation

1 Equal importance; i and j are equally important
2 Moderate importance; i is moderately more important than j
3 Strong importance; i is strongly more important than j
4 Very strong importance; i is definitely more important than j
5 Extreme importance; i is extremely more important than j

For the property of reciprocity, when wij = k it automatically follows that wij = 1/k,
while for the property of symmetry all the elements on the diagonal are equal to 1, as in
the following matrix:

1 w12 � � � w1n

w21 1 � � � w2n

� � � � � � . .
. � � �

wn1 wn2 � � � 1

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

1 1=w12 � � � 1=w1n

1=w21 1 � � � 1=w2n

� � � � � � . .
. � � �

1=wn1 1=wn2 � � � 1

2
6664

3
7775

The data for pair-wise comparison matrix are collected through survey which has
involved mainly the Directors or the Presidents of the six FLAGs of the Calabria region
and other privileged observers. The 6 interviews, which were carried out during the
period July-August 2015, took place through a direct relationship, i.e. face to face
interviews, while only one was through the telephone. In this phase, the five criteria
and the 27 sub-criteria, have been submitted to the subjective comparisons of surveyed
experts.

3. Numerical determination of the weights through the normalization of the vectors
weights identified with the matrix “A”. In analytical way, we proceed through the
calculation of the geometric mean of the iesima row given by the following
equation:

GMi ¼
Yn
j¼1

wij

where: i, j = 1,2, ….,
wij = value of the judgement of the value of the matrix
n = number dimension of the A matrix

The next step is the normalization of the weight vector obtained from the ratio
between every single element of the column with the values of the geometric mean and
the total of the column, as it is expressed in the following equation:

Wi ¼ GMi=
Xn
j¼1

GMi
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In order to verify the consistency of the obtained results, the auto-value associated
to the auto-vector of the maximum coefficient of the matrix of the two by two com-
parisons “A” which is denominated kmax:

kmax ¼ Wi �
Xn
j¼1

wij

which allows to determine the index of consistency given by the following equa-
tion, in which n represents the number of the considered criteria:

CI ¼ kmax � n=n� 1

By dividing the consistency index per the Random Index (RI), whose value is
derived by a pre-constituted table and associated to the number of the n considered
criteria, we obtain the consistency ratio (RC):

RC ¼ CI=RI

Higher is the value assumed by such an index, minor is the consistency of the
subjective judgements which the policy maker expresses. In general, the threshold of
tolerance of the CR is of 10%, but values of the 20% may be tolerated (Saaty 1988).

3 Results

3.1 The Area of Study

The FLAGs are private-public partnership activated in the Fishery Common Policy,
and are constituted of the partnership among representatives of local public institutions,
associations of fishing producers, private persons or associates farms of aquaculture and
transformation, economic agents dealing with activities regarding the coastal area of
relevance. The FLAGs, according to the inter-industrial view of local development, is
an instrument born to create a team. This case study has specifically examined the
FLAGs operating in Calabria Region (Fig. 1).

Concerning the territorial aspect, the break-downof theCalabrian FLAGs results to be
homogeneous and respects the requirements of the Italian Operative planning. The six
FLAGs in Calabria Region, representing more the 70% of the Calabria’s seamanship,
constitute an important share of the 43 FLAGs nowadays approved at national level. In
fact, the FLAGs are strategic instruments of development and their action responds to the
needs and crucial priorities in order to overcome the fish chain in Calabria Region. In fact,
the IV Fishing European Fund (FEF) forecasts the implementation of some measures for
the sustainable development of the fishing areas aimed at:

– strengthening the economic and social well-being of the coastal areas and increase
the level of both the fishing products and aquaculture;

– maintaining and increasing the level of employment promoting the diversification
connected to the changes in place in the fish sector;

– promoting the quality of the coastal environment.
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In general terms, a substantial differentiation about the complex strategies elabo-
rated by the FLAGs regarding the extremely varied choice among the different Mea-
sures, and the incidence of the structural interventions on the territory, in comparison to
the promotional and immaterial ones, is found.

3.2 The Weight of the Dimensions of the Quality of Life

From the analysis of the obtained results (Fig. 2), it comes out that a relative impor-
tance among the macro-criteria is recognized to both the social capabilities (C4) and
social capital (C3) with weights respectively equal to 0,25 and to 0,23. This points out
that the directors consider both dimensions as a main priority and that FLAGs pursue
the aim to increase the level of the collaborative spirit. Both categories represent the
scarcest human resource of the active population not only in the fishing economic
sector but also in other sectors. Since the development of capabilities is considered
fundamental in order to increase cooperative relationships, the pursue of such an aim is
a process whose effects are not immediate having influence on the modalities of for-
mation of the human capital.

As regards the sub-dimensions of social capabilities, such as the participation of
conferences and workshops, the directors give a medium importance to it with a
relative weight equal to 0,32 and to the group work among fishers with a relative
weight equal to 0,27. With reference to the sub-dimension of social capabilities
reduction and/or prevention of conflicts, the value of 0,24 is meaningful, while the
directors do not attribute to the micro-credit a high importance. The value equal to 0,17
is the highest among those attributed to the social capital sub-criteria. This means that
the FLAGs attribute a remarkable importance to the accountability, i.e. that they adopt
and recognize the principles of responsibility, thus undertaking to answer for their

Fig. 1.
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actions and behaviours. It is well known that trust has a relevant importance in the
evaluation of the dimension of social capital. The perception that the privileged
observers have with reference to the shared values, i.e. keeping of the civic virtues,
such as the capacity to follow the agreements, to be sincere in the social and/or
economic relationships, the capacity to place confidence in the others and to respon-
sibly act in the respect of the law- is averagely low in the fishing sector with a value
equal to 0,14. The perception of trust and reciprocity among the actors is as much as
low, with a value equal to 0,14. Thus, in general, the reciprocal trust among the agents
is considered to be rather low, even if they give a certain importance to the decisional
processes, with a value equal to 0,14. On this purpose, the same directors of the
Costhiera and Perla del Tirreno FLAGs think that the situation could improve if the
institution of the Calabria Region would allow a sufficient period of time for the
implementation of the Local development Plans (Marcianò and Romeo 2016). It fol-
lows the scarce trust also towards the government institutions (the value results equal to
0,12). Despite the knowledge about social capital is scarce (the average value is only
0,14), although some of the interviewed privileged observers do not know the concept
of social capital, they declare to indirectly promote it through specific activities aimed
to its increase in value. The values of the sub-criterion of social capital effectiveness
and efficacy is averagely higher and is equal to 0,15. This data indicates that the FLAG
role is not always well understood among the population, even if, according to some
interviewed stakeholders, they are enough integrated in the territory.

The economic criteria represented by income and employment, whose average
weight is equal to 0,21, result meaningful. A relative importance is attributed to the
sub-dimension related to integrated commercialization among fishing, handcrafted,
agro-industrial products and touristic services with an average weight equal to 0,28. In
order to boost the integrated marketing, the FLAGs action, which is aimed at the
promotion of exhibitions and festivals, may be incisive since they would give a sig-
nificant contribution to the increase of the added value of the fishing products.

With reference to the fishermen’s income (which has an average value equal to
0,21), the interpretation is more uncertain as, on the one hand, the FLAGs leaders think
that it is sufficient for a dignified life; on the other hand, the interested persons think
that it is insufficient. Beyond the fact that the fishermen have a innate reluctance to
declare the level of their income, there is the issue about the incentives which are not
always promptly supplied. Although the averaged value is equal to 0,18, we have to
point out that, even the small loans to handcrafted fishing are not effectively supplied
because, despite the public notices of the Calabria Region to favour fishermen, are
considered as bank loans with all the conditions which the banks establish. We can
state the same issue regarding the investment of the financial resources for the ade-
quacy of the boats aimed at touristic aims or for employment opportunities in other
sectors of the economy.

The weights of the obtained average values are indicative of some evaluations, such
as that of the Director of the Costhiera FLAG, according to whom the increase in
income due to the fishing-tourism is uncertain since it previously needs an adequacy to
the boats and, thus, an adequate investment. In fact, what counts more is a cultural
change which a passage from a merely productive activity to a service activity requires.
In his turn, the Director of the Bormas FLAG asserts that the fishing-tourism is an
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activity which only the professional fishing can practice and not those who practice the
trawling fishing. However, behind these evaluations, a generational issue is emerging,
since the new generation does not have any longer the same motivations as the previous
generations to exercise an always handed down activity. Furthermore, not even the fact
that the norms are becoming more restrictive for the small boats, with the consequence
of excessive costs, can explain this change. It is useful to highlight that, in the area of
the Stretto, owing to the different conditions due to the beauty of the landscape, the
fishing tourism could constitute a source of integration of income (Nicolosi et al. 2016;
Romeo and Marcianò 2019; Musolino 2018). With reference to the sub-criterion
opportunity to carry out another kind of job, the relative low value explains not only the
preference from the fishermen to be employed in the fishing activity since they feel
professional but also for the enjoyment of the beauties of the marine milieu.

The average value of sustainability has got a little significance. Most probably the
relative low weight attributed to sustainability is explained by the fact that the FLAGs
focus more on the dimensions of sustainability of the fisheries communities through the
diversification of the activities rather than on the fisheries stocks. With reference to the
average value (0,19) of the sub-criterion market of the discards, the FLAGs are
involved into the interventions aimed at the rational use of the catch normally discarded
in order to improve both the marine habitat and the average incomes of the fishermen.
However, regarding the Bormas and Costhiera FLAGs, that minimum quantitative of
discards adequate for making the relative market convenient, is not produced. The sub-
criterion about the capacity of the operators of the fishing sector to consider the advice
coming from the local, national, and/or international institutions assumes a minor
relevance. This in order to ensure a sustainable management of the fishing areas and its
relative ecosystems as well as the reduction of the fishing effort which the FLAGs
leaders believe it is a minimal measure to pursue the sustainability in the fishing sector.

With reference to the resilience, the low value indicates that not all the directors
give a relevant importance to it. From the interviews it emerges that the perceived level
of resilience of the fishermen is very low. The FLAGs could intervene in order to
increase the resilience of the fishermen through the diversification of the activities, such
as the ichthyic-tourism or the fish tourism. In particular, the mission of the FLAGs is to
increase the added value of the downstream productive section (i.e. fishery itself)
through the catering service, tourism etc. Also, they do not attribute a relevant
importance to the same sub-criterion wide activities of reallocation of the factors of
production, such as community, social, recreational services, probably because they
think that this activity is not well practised owing also to the inadequate equipment
such as the boats, while diversification through the sub-criterion direct selling of the
products may be a more efficient way to increase the level of resilience (the weight is
equal to 0,27). On this purpose, the questions of the schedule regarding the diversifi-
cation have been formulated on the ground of the Local Development Plan of each
FLAG and taking into account the most recent literature (Brugère et al. 2008; Carrà
et al. 2014; FARNET 2016). For an analysis of the real conditions in which the agents
operate, the issue should go beyond the correct conception of resilience exposed in the
dimension (b) of the previous section. We have noticed that the condition of the
fisherman is heavily influenced by a controversial character and external to his activity,
such as that of the second-hand dealer. The action of this figure should be included in
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that of the intermediation, but operating as a monopolist auctioneer, gains the excellent
fishes and he sells it again to the retailers. This condition explains also the economic
difficulties of the fishermen owing to the modernization of the boats in case of negative
events. Furthermore, according to the President of the Bormas FLAG, if the fishing net
or the boats are destroyed, the boats owners although members of the cooperatives,
bear the relative costs. This because the cooperatives are formal. Thus, there is pos-
sibility for actions aimed at favouring shapes of organization and increase the level of
the resilience of the fishermen. Alternatively, fishermen replenish the shocks through
loans obtained from the family and relatives, rather than to apply to the external loans.
The value of overcoming the shocks through an alternative employment is irrelevant.
Vice versa, a way to increase the level of resilience is to boost strategies of diversi-
fication of the activities in the fishing sector.

The value inferior to 1 of the standard deviation points out that the privileged
observers agree about the evaluations of the different environmental and socio-
economic conditions. The meaning is immediate: the lower is the standard deviation,
more the values are close to the average and there is less dispersion of data. In other
words, a lower standard deviation indicates similar opinions among the interviewed
stakeholders. Among the macro-criteria taken into consideration, the minor weights of
the standard deviation equal to 0,05 regard social capital and resilience. Ecological or
environmental sustainability follows with a weight of 0,06. Social capabilities have a
weighted medium average of the standard deviation equal to 0,10. While, regarding the
level of income and employment, the value of the standard deviation denotes that the
opinions are divergent, the higher is the standard deviation, more different are the
opinions.

Lastly, the description above mentioned has allowed to express what has resulted
from the inquiry and the elaboration of the information through the building of the
Table 2.

Table 2. Main strengths and weaknesses of the level of perception of QL

Strengths Weaknesses

• High accountability
• Presence of a collaborative spirit
• Scarce presence of conflicts
• Discrete integration of the stakeholders in
the territory

• High perceived level of integrated
marketing

• Discrete perceived level of income
• High perceived level of activities of
regeneration of environmental systems

• Good possibility of overcoming the
shocks through helps from
relatives/family

• High level of diversification though the
direct selling of the product

• High tendency towards the market of
discards

• Scarce perception of the presence of the
shared values

• Marginal presence of trust towards institutions
• Scarce trust and reciprocity among actors
• Marginal presence of institutional helps
• Scarce knowledge of social capital
• Marginal presence of incentives
• Inadequacy boats for fishing-tourism
• Scarce possibility of employment in other
sectors of the economy

• Excessive control of the small boats
• Low possibility of considering the
recommendations coming from the local,
national and international institutions
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4 Concluding Remarks

In this research we have evaluated the main role of the FLAG as a policy instrument
aimed at the improvement of the QL of the small fisheries communities in Calabria
Region coastal areas. In this way, by intervening in the field of political, social and
environmental economy, the forecasted actions 2014–2020 of the actual planning may
be implemented.

From the methodological point of view, since the data of the issues which we have
dealt with are of qualitative nature, the multi-criteria analysis has revealed itself an
efficacious instrument. To such an aim, we have taken into account five macro-criteria
determining QL: income and employment (as more merely economic parameters),

Fig. 2. Average values of the weights of the criteria and sub-criteria of the QL
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resilience, social capital, social capabilities, environmental and socio-economic sus-
tainability. These chosen dimensions have been specified into 27 sub-criteria, which are
integrated parts of the macro-criteria. Through the employed methodology, the
weaknesses and strengths which the coastal areas where the FLAGs operate present, are
specified.

The results have highlighted the minor or major importance that the Directors of the
FLAGs in Calabria give to the different selected dimensions. For instance, a relative
major importance is attributed to the intangible aspects of the QL. This indicates that the
FLAGs directors are aware that both social capital and social capabilities are important
in those communities especially in a period of crisis of the welfare state. It is necessary
that innovative ideas have to be pursued so that well-being may grow in those belonging
to the community. Furthermore, the importance attributed to social capital, as the results
show, lessens on the ground of the scarce frequency of the interpersonal relationships of
trust, and, consequently of shared values. This is a privileged field where the FLAGs
could intervene through a major organization of seminars/conferences, team work
among fishermen, etc. in order to improve a not very positive situation.

It should be necessary that the FLAGs could give more importance to the resilience,
by inducing fishermen toward the diversification of the activities through the direct
selling and the marketing of the ichthyic products. Such a kind of diversification gave
positive results so far, while lacks are noticed about the activity linked to the fishing-
tourism owing to the inadequacy of the boats. This activity is efficiently practised only
in some areas. The level of efficiency may increase if incentives are given to the hand-
crafted fishing, if the micro-credit is instituted and if the public institutions are closer to
the effective needs of the fishermen.

From our research it emerges that the FLAGs should follow some policy lines of
intervention aimed at increasing for instance the level of both social capital and social
capabilities if their target is the improvement of the level of quality of life of the
fisheries communities. The FLAGs should promote to a greater extent both social
capital and social capabilities through cultural meetings, workshops, and activities
supporting associationism such as the practice of the micro- credit and by orienting the
iter of the started public notices. In such a way, the interpersonal relationships within
the small fisheries communities and between them and the FLAGs could be permeated
of a higher level of trust. Furthermore, it is necessary to make more efforts in order to
let the small fisheries communities comprehend the positive effects deriving from an
increase of such capital. This could be easier if all the subjects representatives of the
territory and the stakeholders who play a central role in the local context are involved.
In fact, we think that the regional institutions should have a relevant position which
allows continuity and innovation in the policy guidelines.
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